Long Term Evolution (LTE), which has its root on commercial mobile communications, recently becomes an influential solution to future public safety communications. To verify the feasibility of LTE for public safety, it is essential to investigate whether an LTE system optimized for one-to-one communications is capable of providing group communication, which is one of the most important service concepts in public safety. In general, a number of first responders for public safety need to form a group for communicating with each other or sharing the common data for collaboration on their mission. In this article, we analyze how the current LTE system can support group communication in a radio access aspect. Based on the requirements for group communication, we validate whether each LTE-enabled radio access method can efficiently support group communication. In addition, we propose a new multicast transmission scheme, termed index-coded Hybrid Automatic Retransmission reQuest (HARQ). By applying the index coding concept to HARQ operations, we show that the LTE system can provide group communication more sophisticatedly in terms of radio resource efficiency and scalability. We finally evaluate the performance of LTE-enabled group communication using several radio access methods and show how the proposed transmission scheme brings the performance enhancement via system level simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many operators of commercial mobile communications nowadays provide personal data services along with a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system. Under this circumstance, many operators in other fields such as railway and public safety have begun to take into account the LTE system for special-purpose data communications, which is dedicated to accomplish a specific task in the specific fields. Many railway researches, including the Future Railway Mobile Communication System (FRMCS) project triggered by the International Union of Railway (UIC), estimate that LTE can meet the needs for transferring railway data in the long term [1] . Governments in many countries including the United States and the Republic of Korea have also been surveying how to utilize the LTE system for public safety communications [2] , [3] . In particular, the South Korean government has recently opened a request for the proposal of a demo business in July 2015 so that the public safety communications system based on the LTE is deployed. The main motive of this trend comes from that LTE network devices and terminals are ubiquitous and continuously upgraded according to the demand from vitalized commercial markets. From these facts, the operators can reduce a burden of both Operational Expenditure (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) for fulfilling their needs for data communications.
To utilize the LTE system for special-purpose data communications, it is essential to investigate whether it is capable of providing group communication. Group communication is to disseminate the common voice or data context to multiple terminal users in a group and is a common form of the special-purpose data services. In many special-purpose scenarios, multiple staffs aim to accomplish a common mission and want to share various related information for collaboration.
The representative application in the form of group communication is Push-To-Talk (PTT), where a user in a group sends a talk burst to the other listening users in half-duplex mode. Police officers or fire fighters form a group for each mission and communicate with each other through PTT for commanding and reporting. Locomotive engineers of a train, maintenance staffs on the track side, and station staffs also share the operational status of the train and negotiate train operations through PTT [4] .
For this reason, many researchers and engineers have recently discussed the requirements of a mobile communications system for supporting the group communication feature. According to the conclusion in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the key performance measures for group communication are latency and scalability [5] , [6] . In a latency perspective, the setup time for a group call and the end-to-end delay of a group data dissemination are required to be within an allowable range regardless of the group size, so that every user in a group can experience a qualified group service. Based on the criteria in the requirement of TErrestrial Trunked RAdio (TETRA) mission critical voice systems, it is recommended to take less than 300ms from the moment that a user requests to join a group to the other moment that the user receives the first packet of the group data. It is also recommended that the end-to-end data transfer should be terminated within 150ms. In a scalability perspective, it is recommended to support such a case that the number of users in a group is unlimited, because massive staffs may belong to one group under public safety scenarios. In practice, a total of at least 2,000 users can participate and at most 500 users can be included in the same group [5] .
It is obvious that the typical way for transmitting data over LTE within the framework of unicast has a limitation to satisfy the above requirements. This motivates us to introduce a new system architecture and advanced data transmission schemes suitable for group communication.
In a specification perspective, the 3GPP has recently been handling various specification items for supporting the group communication feature in LTE. Especially due to the needs of several governments for public safety communications, most of the technical specification groups in the 3GPP have focused on the group communication items in release 12 and 13 specifications, which include Group Communication System Enabler (GCSE), Single Cell Point-to-Multipoint (SC-PTM), and Mission Critical Push-To-Talk (MCPTT). In a research perspective, various studies have been conducted in the literature for providing efficient data communications to a group of terminals efficiently in mobile communications systems [7] - [10] . Most of their research are with respect to machine-to-machine communications, where massive machine nodes exist in a cell coverage and communicate with a base station.
The aim of this article is to introduce strong candidate methods for LTE-enabled group communication in a radio aspect. In the perspectives of scalability and latency, we provide an analysis of how the LTE-enabled radio access methods will perform in a group communication scenario. Furthermore, we propose a new multicast transmission scheme, which contributes to accomplish group communication in an efficient way. To design our scheme, we modify the Hybrid Automatic Retransmission reQuest (HARQ) operation based on a recent concept studied in the field of information theory, termed index coding. Through numerical evaluation, we validate that the proposed index-coded HARQ scheme can further enhance the performance of the LTEenabled group communication.
II. RADIO ACCESS METHODS FOR LTE-ENABLED GROUP COMMUNICATION
We start by investigating how group communication can be realized through the air interface in the current LTE system. The most critical issue in the radio access level is how the common group data is disseminated to the wireless section between an eNodeB and a group of User Equipments (UEs) while fulfilling the requirements of latency and scalability. To understand the behavior of radio access in LTE, it is worth examining the structure and related procedures of LTE physical channels. Detailed descriptions of the physical channels are provided in release 12 and 13 specifications.
A. Release 12: Utilizing Conventional LTE Physical Channels
The core specification item of release 12 in terms of group communication is GCSE. The conventional physical channels in LTE can be good mediums for providing group communication in some basic scenarios [11] . GCSE defines the requirements for group communication and proposes a system architecture on top of the existing physical channels. The LTE system of release 12 has two fundamental physical channels for transferring the data; Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), which is commonly used for the normal unicast data, and Physical Multicast Channel (PMCH), which is designed for evolved Multimedia Broadcasting and Multicasting Service (eMBMS). Fig. 1 describes an example of the frame structure in which the two physical channels coexist. In a certain radio frame consisting of 10 subframes, the two physical channels are switched on a basis of the subframe boundary. Based on an operational rule, a radio access network decides both portion and position of the subframes for the two physical channels and broadcasts the related control information to UEs through System Information Block Type 2 (SIB2). It is worth noting that the two physical channels are multiplexed only across the time domain, but not across the frequency domain.
In a PDSCH subframe, each data is transferred only to a specific UE. Each UE communicating with its eNodeB has a Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI), which is unique in its 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Unicast through PDSCH belonging cell. During the physical layer encoding, each data is scrambled based on the C-RNTI of the receiving UE so that the UE can only decode the data successfully. In fact, a UE cannot usually notice whether the data for the other UEs passes through the PDSCH. A region of the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) radio resource allocated for the specific data in the PDSCH is indicated by a Downlink Control Information (DCI), which is transmitted through the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). For every subframe, the UE initially attempts to decode the data in the PDCCH, and if it succeeds to decode its own DCI, then it performs decoding the data in the PDSCH based on the DCI. Importantly, the UE cannot decode the DCI for the other UEs. This is because the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) part of the DCI is scrambled based on the C-RNTI of the receiving UE and those who do not own the C-RNTI will suffer from the CRC check failure for the DCI. Thus, for group communication through the PDSCH, the group data should be duplicately transmitted for each UE in a group. As shown in Fig. 1 , each of the three UEs receives the group data from the separate radio resource region within subframes 0 and 1.
MCCH PDCCH
The advantage of group communication through the PDSCH is that the system can apply advanced link adaptation schemes utilized in LTE, such as adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), HARQ, and various multiple input multiple output (MIMO) schemes. Applying those technologies will definitely lead to a high spectral efficiency and an improved scalability. In addition, the end-to-end delay of the group data will be rather short when the PDSCH is used since the group data goes through the System Architecture Evolution (SAE) core network, which has a flat and all-IP architecture and is optimized in terms of minimizing latency. However, group communication through the PDSCH has a fundamental and critical problem that the group data should be duplicated as many as the number of UEs per group. The eNodeB should then allocate the radio resource separately for each UE in a group. This can be a bottleneck to satisfy the requirements of scalability and latency simultaneously, since the radio resource shortage and additional queuing delay at the eNodeB side may be beyond a certain critical level when there are many UEs in a group.
On the other hand, PMCH is optimized to broadcast the common data to multiple UEs.
In the eMBMS system, the group data is carried through an eMBMS session identified by a Temporary Mobile Group Identity (TMGI) and is initially forwarded to an MBMS Coordination Entity (MCE). The MCE then multicasts the data to multiple eNodeBs which are grouped as a service area and configured to serve the eMBMS session. In a PMCH subframe, the eNodeBs simultaneously transmit the same physically encoded signals according to the scheduling by the MCE. At the same time, UEs interested in the eMBMS session attempt to combine the signals from the eNodeBs to decode the group data. Unlike the PDSCH, any UE willing to access the eMBMS session can receive the group data in the PMCH, because the data can be easily decoded based on the broadcasted information. The group data in the PMCH is scrambled with a Multimedia Broadcast Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) area ID that can be found in SIB13.
An MBSFN area configuration message carrying the scheduling information for all the eMBMS sessions served in the cell is also available from the Multicast Control Channel (MCCH), which can be easily decoded with the information in SIB13. This allows the eNodeBs to disseminate the group data to multiple UEs with a single radio resource allocation.
It is advantageous that the amount of the radio resource consumed for group communication through the PMCH is independent of the number of UEs per group. No matter how many UEs exist in a group, the group data can be transferred to the UEs with a certain amount of radio resource through the PMCH. Group communication through the PMCH also enables the UEs in the cell edge region to achieve an improved performance via signal combining. However, the PMCH has a limitation to make a synergy effect along with various link adaptation schemes due to the lack of the uplink feedback channel. The eNodeB is then forced to utilize a robust Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) for the PMCH transmission, which results in a degraded spectral efficiency and gives a bad influence on the scalability. In addition, the granularity of the radio resource allocation in the PMCH is rather huge and thus is not suitable for multiplexing the small size data such as voice packets. Only the data from eMBMS sessions is allowed to be multiplexed in a PMCH subframe. Thus, there is no way to utilize the rest of the radio resource in the PMCH subframe when the amount of the group data to be sent is instantaneously small. 1 In a latency perspective, group communication through the PMCH performs properly while mostly satisfying the requirements as in the PDSCH case. In practice, the setup time for an eMBMS data bearer is generally similar to that for a normal unicast data bearer in the commercial mobile communications system. However, group communication through the PMCH may cause an additional queueing delay at the MCE/eNodeB sides when the subframe scheduled for transmitting the specific eMBMS session is far away from the current moment. The context of the MCCH cannot be modified during the MCCH modification period, referred to as SIB13.
Thus, the scheduling for the PMCH cannot be changed during the MCCH modification period.
This implies that the queueing time of group data will reach up to the MCCH modification period for the worst case. [12] . The SC-PTM is a new type of a radio access method dedicated to multicast through the PDSCH in a single cell. It can be regarded as a fusion of PDSCH and eMBMS.
For an SC-PTM transmission, UEs in a group receive the group data through a common radio resource region in the PDSCH. This concept naturally allows the group data to be multiplexed with the normal unicast data within a PDSCH subframe and thus does not cause the problem of the radio resource granularity. According to the cell list given from the core network, the MCE disseminates the group data to the corresponding eNodeBs. Each eNodeB then transmits the group data through the PDSCH based on its own scheduling and sends the corresponding DCI through the PDCCH simultaneously with the group RNTI. UEs can decode both the DCI and the group data successfully based on the pre-acquired group RNTI. The UEs in a group can acquire their group RNTI from an SC-PTM configuration message, which is periodically broadcasted through the Single Cell-MCCH (SC-MCCH) and provides the mapping between TMGIs and group RNTIs. Since the SC-PTM allows any UE to receive the group data as in the PMCH case, it only requires a single radio resource allocation for disseminating the group data without duplicated data transmissions.
The eNodeBs can utilize various link adaptation schemes for the SC-PTM because the uplink feedback channel corresponding to the PDSCH is available. Performance evaluation in [12] showed that the SC-PTM transmission outperforms the transmission through the PMCH in terms of spectral efficiency. Although defining the uplink feedback channel for the SC-PTM is out of scope in release 13 specification, the numerical results in [12] reveal that the uplink feedback channel still has a potential to bring a significant performance gain over the SC-PTM. Since the
SC-PTM does not perform duplicated data transmissions for group communication, it consumes
less amount of the radio resource even when there are relatively many UEs per group. In addition, the SC-PTM is attractive in an operator perspective, because it enables to manage the radio frame more flexibly by multiplexing the group data with the normal unicast data in any PDSCH subframe.
In a latency point of view, group communication through the SC-PTM takes a smaller delay since the significant queueing delay, which may take place for both the PDSCH and PMCH cases, will not occur. Since the duplicated transmission is not needed for the SC-PTM case, the data queueing due to the radio resource shortage will hardly occur even when there are sufficiently many UEs per group. The group data is also transmitted through the PDSCH, in which the eNodeB performs scheduling per a subframe, and thus the queueing delay due to the scheduling of the MCE will not take place. 
SC-PTM
x Various link adaptation schemes improving spectral efficiency can be applied. x Can be transmitted per cell, and easily multiplexed with normal unicast data.
x Requires a radio resource allocation for each UE in a group. x Amount of radio resource is proportional to the number of UEs in a group.
x Will be minimized in both control and data plane due to the SAE core network. x Queueing delay may occur if the group size is large and the group data transmission requires too much amount of radio resource.
x No link adaptation due to the lack of the uplink feedback channel. x Involves multi-cells for a group data transmission, which improves the spectral efficiency of cell edge UEs. x Allows to multiplex only eMBMS data in a subframe.
x Requires one radio resource allocation for the group UEs. x Amount of radio resource is independent of the number of UEs in a group.
x Bearer setup time is basically similar to the unicast case. x Queuing delay may occur at MCE/eNB when scheduled subframe is far from the current time.
x Basic link adaptation schemes improving spectral efficiency can be applied. x Can be transmitted per cell and easily multiplexed with normal unicast data.
x Requires one radio resource allocation for the group UEs. x Amount of radio resource is not basically proportional to the number of UEs, but may be increased due to link adaptation.
x Bearer setup time is basically similar to the unicast case. x Queuing delay rarely occur at MCE/eNB. To overcome this inefficiency, the issue of the retransmission to multiple receivers can be combined with a new coding scheme, termed index coding, studied in the field of information theory. The transmitter sends data through a noiseless broadcasting network to multiple receivers, each knowing some data a prior, referred to as side information. Then, one can exploit this side information to reduce the number of coded data to be sent by the transmitter, for all receivers to decode their requested data. This concept is known as the index coding problem and was originally introduced by Birk and Kol [13] , motivated by a satellite broadcasting application.
Interest in index coding has further been increased owing to two more recent developments [14] , [15] .
Based on the sophisticated philosophy of the index coding, we can enhance the HARQ retransmission for multiple UEs in the sense of diminishing the number of retransmissions.
In LTE, the HARQ entity at the eNodeB side operates based on several HARQ processes in parallel, and each HARQ process is responsible to transfer a Transport Block (TB), which is the minimal unit of data upon HARQ operations. The eNodeB is aware of the group's reception status (ACK/NACK) for each HARQ process from the received HARQ feedbacks. Based on the ACK/NACK information, the eNodeB can select proper HARQ processes whose TBs can be index-coded for a retransmission. According to the principle of index coding, a UE can retrieve a TB from m index-coded TBs assuming that the UE already has the m-1 TBs. In other words, each NACK UE can retrieve the TB that it wants to receive from the index-coded TBs only if there is no common NACK UE among the selected HARQ processes. Thus, the index coding enables simultaneous retransmissions for several HARQ processes by carefully selecting the HARQ processes whose sets of the NACK UEs are disjoint. Fig. 4 shows an example of the index-coded HARQ, where there are 3 UEs receiving the group data through the SC-PTM. In subframe n+4, UE 3 sends the NACK for HARQ process 1.
In subframe n+7, UE 2 sends the NACK for HARQ process 4. After collecting a certain amount of HARQ feedbacks from the UEs, the eNodeB checks whether there is a possible combination of the HARQ processes for the index-coded retransmission. In this case, HARQ processes 1 and 4 can be index-coded, because UEs 2 and 3 have successfully decoded the TBs of HARQ processes 1 and 4, respectively. The eNodeB combines the TBs of HARQ processes 1 and 4 by applying an exclusive OR (XOR) operation and transmits the index-coded TBs. After completing the receiving procedure in the PDSCH, UE 2 applies an XOR operation to the decoded data with the TB of HARQ process 1 and retrieves the TB of HARQ process 4. Similarly, UE 3 retrieves the TB of HARQ process 1 from the index-coded TBs. Consequently, the index-coded HARQ can conduct the two HARQ retransmissions with a single radio resource allocation, whereas two radio resource allocations are needed to perform the two HARQ retransmissions through the conventional HARQ operation with no index coding.
The key point of using the index coding to the SC-PTM is to reduce the amount of the radio resource consumed for HARQ retransmissions. More specifically, this leads to a reduced amount of the radio resource for disseminating the group data, thus resulting in an improved scalability for group communication. The index-coded HARQ also reduces the frequency of duplicated reception and disuse by UEs with ACK. In addition, applying the index-coded HARQ requires a minor change of the conventional LTE system in a protocol aspect by adding the information for index-coded TBs that can be naturally sent through the PDCCH. Specifically, either multiple sets of HARQ information can belong to a DCI or multiple DCIs can be sent to indicate which TBs are index-coded.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF GROUP COMMUNICATION
We evaluate the performance of group communication in a scalability aspect. Our aim is to show i) how much scalable each radio access method is for group communication and ii) how to improve the scalability using the proposed scheme. To evaluate the scalability of the PMCH, we conduct a numerical analysis based on the framework in [12] . For both the PDSCH and SC-PTM, we evaluate the scalability in LTE-based simulation environments.
A. System Assumptions
For numerical evaluation, we basically use the LTE system along with the system parameters in [12] , which are indeed commonly used for evaluating public safety scenarios. In addition, we assume that the voice traffic is used, since the voice PTT is the main application in public safety. The system parameters for simulation are summarized in detail in Table I .
For the quantitative analysis of the scalability, we define a performance measure, called group capacity, which is the maximal number of groups that a cell can support with a given group size. The group capacity can be calculated as the total amount of the radio resource within the inter-arrival time of the group data traffic normalized by the average amount of the radio resource needed for disseminating a piece of group data to the group. Through simulations, we evaluate the amount of the radio resource that a HARQ process consumes for transmitting/retransmitting a TB while satisfying the 1% BLER criterion. Fig. 5 shows the performance of each radio access method in terms of scalability and radio resource efficiency. Unicast through the PDSCH outperforms the other methods for most cases with respect to the cell capacity. However, unicast through the PDSCH has the worst performance on the group capacity even when the group size is very small. This is because this unicast method wastes a substantial amount of radio resource for duplicated data transmissions. Multicast through the PMCH has the worst performance on the cell capacity, but has a higher group capacity than unicast through the PDSCH for most cases (even a higher group capacity than the SC-PTM when there are relatively many UEs per group). This implies that the best method in maximizing the group capacity is dependent on the group size. The LTE system will prefer to serve either a small group size through the SC-PTM or a large group size, which can be up to 500 users, through the PMCH. It is also worth noting that all the subframes are configured for the PMCH and there is no subframe configured for the PDSCH. Since the radio frame is generally composed of both PMCH and PDSCH subframes in practice, the group capacity for the multicast case through the PMCH will be lessened as much as the portion of the PMCH subframes. Therefore, a cross point of the group capacity curves between the PMCH and the SC-PTM will vary depending on the frame configuration. transmission occurs more frequently. We remark that the index-coded HARQ compensates a vulnerable point of the SC-PTM, which enables to significantly extend the availability of the SC-PTM. It is shown that the SC-PTM without index-coded HARQ is applicable when there are fewer than 6 UEs per group, whereas the SC-PTM with index-coded HARQ can be applied for the case having 12 UEs per group.
B. Performance Evaluation
Moreover, the index-coded HARQ can improve the performance over the SC-PTM in terms of radio resource efficiency. The result indicates that the SC-PTM with index-coded HARQ consumes the radio resource for retransmission more efficiently than that of the SC-PTM without index coded HARQ, (even than the case of unicast through the PDSCH). In addition, the cell capacity of the SC-PTM, depending heavily on the spectral efficiency, is higher than that of unicast through the PDSCH when the group size is relatively small. This reveals that the enhancement of the group capacity by the index-coded HARQ comes mainly from the improved radio resource efficiency.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It was comprehensively verified that group communication is one of the most important and widely used application for public safety, as one-to-one voice communication is for commercial mobile communications. As an applicable range of LTE is recently extended to various fields including public safety, it is essential to account for whether the LTE system can fulfill the requirements for group communication in an efficient way. In this circumstance, this article sheded light on the technical aspect of LTE in terms of providing group communication. In scalability and latency perspectives, the release 12 LTE system was shown to some extent to support group communication by using both unicast (PDSCH) and multicast (PMCH) channels.
Furthermore, SC-PTM defined in release 13 was turned out to be the compromised solution of the existing physical channels and to fulfill the requirements for group communication more 
